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Rabbi Josh Yuter, is Rabbi of The Stanton Street Shul

open our ears and listen to people's suffering. We

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE HALACHOT OF TISHA B’AV
Prepared by Rabbi Elliot Kaplowitz for the Jewish Learning Initiative on Campus at Brandeis

Tisha B'Av is the most tragic day in the Jewish calendar. The Mishna in Ta'anit tells us that five tragedies
occurred on the 9th of Av: The sin of the spies occurred resulting in the generation of the desert not being
allowed to enter the Land of Israel; the first Temple was destroyed; the second Temple was destroyed; Betar –
the final Jewish stronghold against the Romans – fell; the spot where the Temple stood was plowed.
Additionally, the Jews were forced out of Spain by King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella in 1492 on Tisha B'Av.
Tisha B’Av is widely accepted as the default day to commemorate all tragedies that have befallen the
Jewish people, including the Holocaust.
Every effort should be made to fast on Tisha B'Av. Anyone for whom fasting poses a serious medical (or
other) issue should consult with their rabbi about their halachic options.
Seudah Mafeseket
The final meal we eat before the fast is the Seudah Mafseket. Traditionally, it comprises only one course –
bread and a hard-boiled egg dipped in ashes. The Seudah Mafseket should be eaten while sitting on the
ground, or low to the floor, and should not be eaten in a group.
Prohibitions of the Day
Tisha B'Av has the same prohibitions as Yom Kippur:
a. no eating or drinking
b. no bathing
c. no anointing with oil
d. no leather shoes
e. no marital relations
Additionally, on Tisha B'Av we are limited in the Torah that we may learn. Since learning Torah brings us
joy, we only study material that relates to the somber mood of the day.
Because Tisha B'Av parallels shiva -- the most intense period of mourning – we also have the custom to sit
low to the floor for the first half of the day. Many people also have the custom of sleeping on the floor or
lessening their comfort during sleep by using one pillow less than they normally do.
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE HALACHOT OF TISHA B’AV (CONT.)
Greetings
We do not greet people on Tisha B'Av, as is the practice of mourners. If someone greets us, we can return
the greeting.
Morning preparations
On the morning of Tisha B'Av, we may not wash our hands and face in the normal manner. Rather, just as
on Yom Kippur, we wash negel vaser (morning washing of the hands) only up to our knuckles. We may use
the residual water on our fingers to wipe away sediment from our eyes. The bracha of al netilat yada'im is
said.
Talit and Tefilin
We do not wear talit or tefilin during Shacharit on Tisha B'Av to show our intense mourning. Tefilin is referred
to as pe'er – the Jewish people's glory. We do not display our glory during our most intense time of mourning.
Rather, we delay wearing tefilin until Mincha when the intensity of our mourning is less severe. The talit katan
is worn without a bracha. Those who do not wear a talit during davening should answer amen to the bracha
of someone who does.
Liturgical additions
At night we recite the Book of Eicha (Lamentations) in which the prophet Yermiyah (Jeremiah) describes
the destruction of Jerusalem.
As part of the evening and morning services we recite kinot -- liturgical poems lamenting the destruction
of the Temple and Jerusalem. Because Tisha B'Av is the day on which we commemorate the many tragedies
that have befallen the Jewish people, we also recite kinot for other calamities including the Crusades, the
expulsion of Jews from Spain, and the Holocaust.
During the Mincha amidah, in addition to the addition of aneinu, which is recited on all fast days, a
special addition of nachem is included in the blessing of boneh Yerushalayim. There are some contemporary
authorities who feel that this paragraph – which describes Jerusalem in ruins – is no longer appropriate, given
the fact that we have been blessed with the State of Israel with Jerusalem as its capital. Alternative versions
of the paragraph have been proposed and are recited by some individuals and congregations.
At the same time, we do not recite tachanun on Tisha B'Av. When Meshiach comes, Tisha B'Av will
become a day of great celebration, and the prophet Jeremiah refers to Tisha B'Av as "moed" – a holiday.
The Day after Tisha B'Av
Tradition teaches that the fires that destroyed the Beit ha-Mikdash burned into the 10th of Av. We
therefore continue the stringencies of the nine days until halachic noon of the 10th of Av. In years in which
the 10th of Av falls on Friday, we may resume those activities that are required to prepare for Shabbat
immediately after the fast (i.e., laundry, haircuts, shaving, etc.). However, the prohibition against swimming
and listening to music continues until halachic noon on Friday.
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LOVE WITHOUT BOUNDARIES
Rabbi Hanan Schlesinger

One thousand nine hundred and forty years
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Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook, the first Chief
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about
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Here Rav Kook enunciated a number of

the three week period of semi-mourning that

crucial principles: 1) the Torah, deeply studied and

culminates in the Fast of the Ninth of Av.

broadly conceived, is the foundation for all truth;

The Talmud in Tractate Yoma tells us that

2) all common human truths, even interpretations

although the Jews of two millennia ago were

of Torah, are partial and cannot provide full truth;

righteous

the

3) all approaches and philosophies contain some

observance of the commandments, the Temple

truth value that must be uncovered; 4) the highest

was destroyed because their society was infected

and most divine truth is the most comprehensive

by the scourge of Sinat Hinam, causeless hatred.

one which creates a structure that finds room for

But what exactly is causeless hatred, and why is it

all the partial truths under one umbrella.

and

pious

and

meticulous

in

sufficient reason for the destruction of our Temple

We must learn Torah intensely and broadly,

and the dispersion of our people? Just over a

but also with humility, with full awareness that the

hundred years ago, Rabbi NaftaliTzvi Yehuda

Torah that we know and the beliefs that we

Berlin explained very succinctly that causeless

espouse represent only an infinitesimally small part

hatred is religious hatred - suspicion, intolerance

of the full divine Torah, and that even this small

and

and

part has reached us only through the filter of our

fanaticism. Indeed the Talmud records that there

limited human understanding. Many truth claims

were twenty-four different factions vying for

and possibilities have some validity and we must

influence among the Jews of the time, and the

respect and love them. It is incumbent upon us to

preeminent historian of the period, Josephus

clarify their foundational principles and to find

Flavius, writes that even while the Romans were

therein

pouring into the city of Jerusalem through the

incorporated into our ever expanding sense of

breach in the wall, the warring parties among the

Torah, at the same time that we discard the dross.

violence

fueled

by

religious

faith

sparks

of

divinity

which

can

be

Jews were more intent on fighting each other than

The forest is composed of a myriad of trees,

on fending off the Romans. Zealotry for what is

and although some are more crucial than others,

most important, that without which there would be

all are necessary. We must never dismiss even one.
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We must endeavor to give them their proper

mourning and sadness shall be turned into

place, and we must never mistake one tree – or

occasions for joy and gladness” (Zechariah 8:18-

two or three - for the larger forest. We are called

19).

upon to live lives of Ahavat Hinam, embracing
harmony with all Jews and with all of creation,
expanding ourselves as we expand the palace of

Rabbi Hanan Schlesinger, is Executive Director and
Community Rabbinic Scholar, Jewish Studies Initiative
of North Texas

Torah. May full redemption come thereby to our
people and to the world and “the fast days of
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Notes to: Tisha B’av, The Hurban, and the Lessons of Sodom
1. Consider Avraham's complaint to Hashem regarding Sodom - ha'af tispeh tzaddik im rasha (Bereishit 18:23), which is
normally translated as "would you destroy the righteous with the wicked?" However, this translation would fit much better if
the Torah had written the definite article - "ha'af tispeh ha-tzaddik im ha-rasha" - or the plural form as tzaddim im r'sha'im.
Perhpas tzaddik im rasha is its own category of someone who combines both characteristics - he is righteous with
wickedness. We know Hashem will destroy pure evil as he did with the flood, but could the pretense of good - albeit
superficial - somehow mitigate the evil? The problem is that when evil and good are so interconnected, good people will
become corrupted to the point where this society of "good and bad" could not produce even ten people who were
mostly righteous.
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